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Abstract

The measurements of R(∗)
K and R(∗)

D by BaBar, Belle and the LHCb collaborations
could be showing a hint of lepton flavor universality violation that can be accommodated
by the presence of suitable leptoquarks at the TeV scale. We consider an effective
description, with leptoquarks arising as composite pseudo Nambu-Goldstone bosons, as
well as anarchic partial compositeness of the SM fermions. Considering the R(∗)

K anomaly
within this framework, we study pair production of S3 ∼ (3̄, 3)1/3 at the LHC. We focus
on the component S1/3

3 of the triplet, which decays predominantly into tτ and bν, and
study the bounds from existing searches at

√
s = 13 TeV at the LHC. We find that

sbottom searches in the bb̄+Emiss
T final state best explore the region in parameter space

preferred by our model and currently exclude S1/3
3 masses up to ∼1 TeV. Additional

searches, considering the tτ and tµ decay modes, are required to probe the full physical
parameter space. In this paper we also recast existing studies on direct leptoquark
searches in the tτtτ channel and SM tt̄tt̄ searches, and obtain the regions in parameter
space currently excluded. Practically the whole physical parameter space is currently
excluded for masses up to ∼0.8 TeV, which could be extended up to ∼1 TeV with
the full Run 3 dataset. We conclude that pair production searches for this leptoquark
can benefit from considering the final state tτb + Emiss

T , where the largest branching
ratio is expected. We appraise that future explorations of leptoquarks explaining the
B-anomalies with masses beyond the TeV should also consider single and non-resonant
production in order to extend the mass reach.
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1 Introduction

Since the birth of the Standard Model (SM), Lepton Flavor Universality (LFU) has been
an outstanding feature of particle physics. It is one of the milestones in Fermi’s Universal
Theory, which is captured by the gauge interactions of the SM, and only broken within the
SM in the Yukawa interactions. Since the establishment of the SM, there has been much
interest in searching for LFU violation. However, only in recent years it has become possible
to explore interactions that involve heavy quarks and heavy leptons, i.e. the two sectors
characterized by a large flavor universality violation in their Yukawa interactions, and thus
where one could expect to find new sources of flavor universality violation.

Over the last few years, results from B-factories and the LHCb experiment show deviations
of∼2–3σ in the ratios R(∗)

K and R(∗)
D [1–4], where accurate tests of LFU can be performed. This

has been a subject of intense study in the literature where, mostly within an Effective Field
Theory (EFT) approach, one can identify several possible New Physics (NP) explanations
[5–10] for the discrepancies. Among them, a leptoquark [11] arises as one of the favored
explanations [6, 12, 13]. In particular, considering the R(∗)

K anomaly, there are three possible
leptoquarks that can accommodate the observed results [6]:

S3 ∼ (3̄, 3)1/3 , V1 ∼ (3, 1)2/3 , V3 ∼ (3, 3)−2/3 ,

where S and V denote spin 0 and 1, respectively, and the numbers indicate the corresponding
representation under the SM group SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y . Recent studies [12, 14] have
focused in particular on the S3 leptoquark as a favored explanation of the R(∗)

K anomaly.
Although recent works [5,10,15] point out that the V1 option is favored as a single-leptoquark
explanation of both R(∗)

K and R(∗)
D anomalies, along this article we consider a scalar option to

explain the R(∗)
K anomaly, for the reasons described below. The combined effect of two scalar

leptoquarks, S3 and S1 ∼ (3̄, 1)1/3, can also provide an explanation for both anomalies [10,
16,17].

In this work we explore the possibility that the leptoquark responsible for the R(∗)
K anomaly

is a pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson (pNGB) of a new sector, and we therefore study the
case of S3. This choice allows a splitting between the mass of S3 from the masses of other NP
states, which can be made naturally heavier and whose effect can be neglected, in particular
in electroweak precision tests (EWPT). A suitable framework for this scenario is a new
strongly coupled sector with resonances heavier than a few TeV [17–19], and with a global
symmetry spontaneously broken by the strong dynamics, generating a set of pNGB’s. Within
the pNGB’s there is the state S3, as well as a composite Higgs boson. There might exist also
additional light scalars, but we assume their phenomenological impact in the context of this
study can be neglected. We also assume anarchic partial compositeness, which leads to a well
defined pattern of couplings, although some departures will be allowed to cover a broader
region of couplings.

In particular, we focus on the component of S3 with electric charge 1/3, denoted S1/3
3 . The
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main decay modes are S+1/3
3 → t̄ `+ and b̄ν̄, with a preference for second and third generation

leptons. We consider several recent LHC searches that are sensitive to the presence of the
S

1/3
3 state and derive constraints in its branching ratios as a function of mass.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present an effective description that
allows to model the leptoquarks as composite states; an example of a coset that can lead
to a Higgs and leptoquarks as composite pNGB’s will be available in Ref. [20], also see for
example Ref. [19] and [17]. We discuss the phenomenology of the model in Section 3, where
we combine the model predictions with the available B-physics anomalies results. In Section
4 we discuss the re-casting of three LHC searches sensitive to this leptoquark, and the results
are presented in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 we provide a summary and outlook.

2 The model

As shown in Ref. [6], the tree-level exchange of scalar or vector leptoquarks at the TeV scale
generate dimension-six operators with Wilson coefficients of appropriate size to accommodate
the deviations observed in LFU observables in B-meson decays. A very interesting possibility
is to consider a new strongly coupled sector that, besides the Higgs boson, generates res-
onances at the TeV scale, some of which are leptoquarks. As we will show below, in the
context of anarchic partial compositeness, the effect in RK(∗) prefers a leptoquark mass .
TeV. However, EWPT in general require the masses of resonances to be m∗ & few TeV, thus
a separation between the lightest leptoquark mass and m∗ is required. This splitting can
be obtained if the leptoquark involved in RK∗ is a pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson (pNGB),
since in this case its mass is given by mpNGB ' gSM

4π
m∗, with gSM a SM coupling, as the gauge

couplings or the top quark Yukawa coupling. Therefore, in the following we will consider a
scenario where the S3 leptoquark emerges as a pNGB of the new strongly interacting sector.

In this section we describe a model that includes leptoquarks and allows studying the LHC
phenomenology of S3. We consider a strongly coupled field theory (SCFT) that produces
resonances with masses m∗ & few TeV. The SCFT has a global symmetry G, spontaneously
broken by the strong dynamics to a subgroup H containing the SM gauge group. The
Higgs boson and the S3 leptoquark are pNGBs associated to this spontaneous breaking of
global symmetries.1 There might be other pNGB states in the coset G/H, leptoquarks or
not, but we will assume that their effect is subdominant the phenomenology that we will
study, compared with the effect of S3.2 The flavor structure of the SCFT is taken to be
anarchic [21, 22], meaning that there are no preferred directions in flavor space, and thus all
the coefficients of tensors in flavor space are of the same order.

The SM states are elementary, with the SM gauge fields weakly gauging a subgroup of the
1Although the Higgs boson will not play any role in the phenomenology that we will study, this assumption

determines the size of the couplings between the SM fermions and the SCFT.
2See Ref. [19] for a realization with a factorizable minimal group. The case of a simple group will be

presented elsewhere.
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global symmetries of the SCFT. The SM fermions have linear interactions with the SCFT:
L ⊃ ω ψ̄SMOSCFT, where ω is the coupling at the UV scale at which this interaction is defined.
Bilinear couplings will be taken to be subdominant compared with the effect of the linear
ones, and thus not considered in the following. All these interactions explicitly break the
global symmetry of the SCFT, resulting in a potential being induced at loop level for the
resulting pNGBs. The top quark dominates the contributions to the potential, and it can
trigger the breaking of the electroweak symmetry. We will not discuss the details of the
potential in this work.

Rather than attempting to develop a fundamental theory, we will consider instead an
effective theory describing the resonances and their interactions. For simplicity we will adopt
the one scale and one coupling description of the resonances [23], defining g∗ as the typical size
of the coupling between the resonances, that is assumed to be larger than the SM couplings
but in the perturbative regime, roughly 1 < g∗ < 5. At low energies the linear interactions
of the SM fermions lead to mixing with the resonances of the SCFT:

Leff ⊃ λ f ψ̄SMΨSCFT , (1)

where λ is the coupling at the scale m∗, f = m∗/g∗ is the NGB decay constant, and ΨSCFT is
a fermionic vector-like resonance of the composite sector. This mechanism is usually known
as partial compositeness [24], since the mass eigenstates are a mixture of elementary and
composite states, with degree of compositeness ε ∼ λ/g∗. Fermionic resonances and the
Higgs have Yukawa interactions: Leff ⊃ g∗cijΨ̄SCFTHΨ′SCFT, with cij anarchic coefficients in
flavor space of O(1).

In the case of an anarchic SCFT, linear interactions lead to what is usually referred to
as “anarchic partial compositeness” (APC). Assuming that the energy evolution of the linear
couplings is driven by the dimension of the SCFT operator, as well as a separation between
the UV scale of Eq. (1) and m∗, it is possible to obtain a hierarchy of mixing of the SM
fermions. After electroweak symmetry breaking, the mixing leads to interactions with the
Higgs boson that generate masses for the SM fermions. Their Yukawa couplings have the
the structure: yij ' g∗εLiεRjcij, where i, j are generation indices and εLi,Ri is the degree of
compositeness of the Left-handed (LH) or Right-handed (RH) quirality. Large masses, as in
the case of the top quark, can be obtained by taking the left-handed (LH) and right-handed
(RH) mixing to be of O(1), meaning that the top quark has a large degree of compositeness,
εtL,R

∼ O(1). In contrast, tiny masses can be obtained by taking the mixing of one of the
chiralities to be small, as in the case of the light quarks and leptons. A hierarchy of mixing
of the LH quarks can also lead to the CKM matrix. The scenario of APC also provides a
very economic mechanism to satisfy most of the flavor bounds present in Composite Higgs
Models [22, 25].3

3The most important constraints arise from the kaon system and electromagnetic dipole moments, although
some solutions have been proposed [26–28].
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The masses and weak mixing angles of the SM quarks can be reproduced by taking:

εq1 ∼ λ3
Cεq3 , εu3 ∼

ySM
t

g∗εq3
, εu2 ∼

ySM
c

λ2
Cg∗εq3

, εu1 ∼
ySM
u

λ3
Cg∗εq3

,

εq2 ∼ λ2
Cεq3 , εd3 ∼

ySM
b

g∗εq3
, εd2 ∼

ySM
s

λ2
Cg∗εq3

, εd1 ∼
ySM
d

λ3
Cg∗εq3

, (2)

where εqi corresponds to the LH doublet of ith generation, whereas εui and εdi to the RH
singlets, λC is the Cabibbo angle, and ySM are the Yukawa couplings of the SM. The degree
of compositeness of all the quarks is determined by physical quantities up to a common factor
1/(g∗εq3).

The lepton sector depends on the realization of neutrino masses. We will assume that
the angles of the PMNS matrix are generated by the matrix diagonalizing the neutrino mass
matrix. For the charged leptons we will take hierarchical mixing of the same size for both
chiralities of each generation. This choice minimizes the constraints from flavor violating
transitions in the lepton sector [29]. Therefore, we assume:

ε`j ∼ εej ∼
√
mej

g∗v
, j = 1, 2, 3 , (3)

where v stands for the vacuum expectation value (vev) of the Higgs field.

The interactions between the SM fermions and the resonances require insertions of the
mixing. Although the SCFT is anarchic, the couplings with the resonances are not, since
they are mediated by the hierarchical structure of the mixing. Interactions involving two SM
fermions, ψ and ψ′, as well as a spin zero or one resonance, are expected to be of order εψg∗ε′ψ.
Roughly speaking, heavy SM fermions, mainly the top quark, but also the LH bottom quark,
and eventually the tau lepton, will have sizable couplings, whereas the coupling of the light
SM fermions will in general be suppressed.

We are interested in the following interactions of S3 [30]

Lint ⊃ y q̄cL(τ · S3)`L + h.c. , (4)

where the coupling y has the structure estimated in the previous paragraph, and generation
indices are understood. τ is a shorthand for the matrices τj = σj/2, contracted with the
three components Sj3. By using Eqs. (2)–(3), an estimate of the couplings y is given by

y ' εq3
√
g∗

 λ3
C

√
me/v λ3

C

√
mµ/v λ3

C

√
mτ/v

λ2
C

√
me/v λ2

C

√
mµ/v λ2

C

√
mτ/v√

me/v
√
mµ/v

√
mτ/v

 , (5)

where each coefficient of the matrix must be multiplied by an independent factor of O(1). A
numerical estimate of y, up to the factor 1/(εq3

√
g∗), can be found in Ref. [6].
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It is useful to define an electric charge eigenstate basis: S+4/3
3 = (S1

3−iS2
3)/
√

2, S+1/3
3 = S3

3

and S−2/3
3 = (S1

3 + iS2
3)/
√

2. Expanding Eq. (4) in components and rotating to the mass basis
of fermions [30]:

Lint ⊃−
√

2 yjk d̄
c
L
j S

+4/3
3 ekL +

√
2 (V tyU)jk ū

c
L
j S
−2/3
3 νkL

− S
+1/3
3 [(yU)jk d̄

c
L
j νkL + (V ty)jk ū

c
L
j ekL] + h.c. , (6)

where V and U are the CKM and PMNS matrices.

The SM gauge symmetry is compatible with the presence of S3qq interactions, which can
mediate proton decay. The presence of these interactions with leptoquark masses of order
TeV would rule out the present scenario. We assume that there exists an additional symmetry
that forbids S3qq interactions [6], while allowing S3q` interactions. This can be achieved with
a discrete Z2 symmetry, e.g by assigning an odd parity (−) to S3 and q, and an even parity
(+) to `.

The S3 leptoquark also interacts with the Higgs boson. It is interesting to study these
interactions because they can split the masses of the components of S3. Considering up to
dimension-four operators, there are two independent terms of type H2S2

3 [30]. Evaluating the
Higgs field on its vev they induce splitting between Sj3. In the presence of other leptoquarks,
as S1, S̃2 ∼ (3, 2)1/6 and Ŝ2 ∼ (3, 2)−5/6, new effects are present at the level of dimension-
four operators. The splitting between components of a given multiplet is of order v, thus
∆mS ∼ O(100 GeV) can be expected. 4

Given this description, and the corresponding estimates of the couplings, we have the
tools to study the phenomenology of S3 at the LHC.

3 Phenomenology

In the previous section we have presented an effective description of a theory containing
a number of new particles. Among those, the pNGBs are the ones most accessible exper-
imentally, owing to their lower mass. In this section we review the main features of the
phenomenology of the S3 leptoquark, which transforms as ∼ (3̄, 3)1/3.

If the LFU anomalies in B-physics result from the exchange of a new heavy resonance
that is off-shell, then it could manifest itself as on-shell production at the LHC, provided
it is kinematically accessible. Otherwise, it would be hard to detect this new resonance at
the ATLAS and CMS experiments, since off-shell effects are more difficult to observe than in
B-physics experiments.

The three members of the S3 triplet have different decay modes and thus different phe-
nomenology. According to their interactions described in the previous section, we find that

4We thank F. Lamagna for pointing us the splitting for charged S3, correcting a mistake in the original
version of this work.
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the main decay modes include a third-generation quark and are

S
−2/3
3 →

∑
i

t̄ν̄i ∝ |y33|2 + |y32|2 , (7)

S
+1/3
3 → t̄τ+, t̄µ+,

∑
i

b̄ν̄i ∝ |y33|2, |y32|2, |y33|2 + |y32|2 , (8)

S
+4/3
3 → b̄τ+, b̄µ+ ∝ |y33|2, |y32|2 , (9)

and their CP conjugates. We have indicated, along with each decay mode, the corresponding
couplings involved. Here we have neglected all couplings except y33 and y32, and assumed
that the PMNS matrix is unitary and V33 = 1. The exact formulas including the CKM
and PMNS mixing matrices are deduced from Eq. (6). Note that, although S

4/3
3 is the

component that would be involved in the neutral-current B-physics anomaly R(∗)
K , its main

decay mode (S4/3
3 → bτ) when produced on-shell is hard to detect at the LHC because of

difficulties in τ -lepton tagging and large associated backgrounds. Recent dedicated searches
[31] and constraints from B − L R-parity violating stops [32], are used to set limits on this
particle. In contrast, the S2/3

3 component of the triplet has a unique decay mode, S2/3
3 → tν,

which is quite well constrained by stop searches [33]. On the other hand, S1/3
3 is the only

component that has decay channels to the upper and lower members of the lepton doublet.
The S1/3

3 → bν decay mode is constrained by sbottom searches [33], whereas the charged
lepton decay mode has limits from dedicated leptoquark searches [34, 35] and can also be
constrained via searches in multi-lepton-plus-jets final states, such as tt̄tt̄ (denoted as “4-
top" in the following) searches [36]. In this article we focus on the constraints on the S1/3

3

leptoquark.

It is interesting to notice in Eqs. (7-9) that these decays are driven by what our framework
predicts to be the largest yij. In contrast, because of kinematic considerations, in B-meson
decays most of these y3j are not accessible unless they are accompanied by a suppression factor
y2j, as for instance y22 in B → Kµ+µ−. In addition to the different phenomenology of these
decay channels, we should expect a splitting of the mass eigenstate due to the electroweak
symmetry breaking. Using results in Section 2 we can expect a leptoquark mass splitting of
∆mS ∼ O(100 GeV).

Since the S3 leptoquark is charged under color, it couples to gluons through the strong
interaction (with coupling strength gs) and it can be pair produced at the LHC independently
of its weak coupling to quark and leptons. Moreover, depending on the leptoquark mass and
this weak coupling, there will be some characteristic mass limit above which it would be more
promising to study single, rather than pair production [5,37]. Given the current status of the
B-physics anomalies, we find that a S3 with couplings motivated by partial compositeness has
a larger cross-section for pair production than for single production for leptoquark masses
. 1− 1.5 TeV (see for instance Ref. [17]). Therefore, in this article we consider solely QCD-
mediated leptoquark pair production and leave the investigation of single production within
a partial compositeness framework for future work.
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Once leptoquarks are pair produced at the LHC, they decay into quarks and leptons. The
actual branching ratios would be determined by the yij coefficients, as presented in Eqs. (7-9).
The R(∗)

K anomalies suggest the following relationship [6]:

y32 y
∗
22 − y31 y

∗
21

M2
≈ 1

(33 TeV)2
. (10)

Since in the context of partial compositeness the couplings involving fermions of the first
generation are suppressed compared with those involving the second-generation, Eq. (10)
simplifies to

y32 y
∗
22

M2
≈ 1

(33 TeV)2
. (11)

Within our framework there are further expected relations between the yij coefficients, which
determine a preferred curve in parameter space. In particular, it is useful to recall the
following relationships:

y22

y32

∼ λ2
C ≈ 0.05 , (12)

y33

y32

∼
√
mτ

mµ

≈ 4 , (13)

which come from the model description in Section 2.

Within our framework, with no other decay channel other than S
1/3
3 → tτ, tµ, bν, and

assuming only y3i couplings, |V33| = 1, an unitary PMNS matrix and all fermions massless,
we can obtain the following branching ratios:

BR(S
1/3
3 → tτ) =

|y33|2

2(|y33|2 + |y32|2)
, (14)

BR(S
1/3
3 → tµ) =

|y32|2

2(|y33|2 + |y32|2)
, (15)

BR(S
1/3
3 → bν) =

1

2
. (16)

Interestingly, due to CKM and PMNS unitarity and the chosen SU(2)L structure of the
interaction Lagrangian, the BR(S

1/3
3 → bν) is fixed and

BR(S
1/3
3 → tτ) + BR(S

1/3
3 → tµ) = BR(S

1/3
3 → bν) =

1

2
. (17)

In a more general model, this relationship may not hold depending on the assumptions
made. In models without other decay channels, giving a maximum value for BR(S

1/3
3 → bν)

can set a minimum value for BR(S
1/3
3 → tτ) + BR(S

1/3
3 → tµ). In our model, it also sets

8



a maximum value to BR(S
1/3
3 → tτ) + BR(S

1/3
3 → tµ). By taking Eq. (13) and allowing

preferred region within half of its central value one obtains for our relevant component S1/3
3 :

BR(S
1/3
3 → tτ)

BR(S
1/3
3 → tµ)

= (4± 2)2 . (18)

The size of the preferred region is somewhat arbitrary, it reflects the fact that Eq. (13) is
determined up to factors of O(1).

Equations (17) and (18) define a curve in the branching ratio parameter space in which our
pNGB-based leptoquark model is preferred. In Section 4 we recast several existing searches
to derive bounds on the couplings and mass of S1/3

3 , and compare them to the preferred
curve within our model. We also discuss the constraints resulting from searches for the other
members of the triplet. However, one should bear in mind the possibility of a significant mass
splitting, as indicated above.

4 Direct searches for the S1/3
3 leptoquark at the LHC

In a partial compositeness framework –and in many other NP scenarios– the main decay
channels of S1/3

3 are expected to be tτ and bν, with also a non-negligible contribution from tµ.
We consider a dedicated search for pair production of S1/3

3 decaying into tτ [34], as well as two
recent searches in final states with bb̄+Emiss

T [33], and multileptons plus b-jets (in the context
of a 4-top search) [36], which would be sensitive to S1/3

3 . The CMS Collaboration has recently
released a direct search for pair production of S1/3

3 decaying into tµ [35], but unfortunately the
public document does not contain sufficient information for a reinterpretation, and thus could
not be considered in our study. In this section we pay special attention to the 4-top search,
not only because it has not been analyzed in this context yet, but also because its translation
to the leptoquark parameter space requires a detailed recast of the experimental results.
Possible constraints coming from other members of the leptoquark triplet are mentioned in
Section 5. Some details of each of the searches considered are provided below:

i) Leptoquark search in the tt̄τ+τ− channel: The CMS Collaboration has recently performed
a dedicated leptoquark search in this channel using 35.9 fb−1 of pp collision data at√
s = 13 TeV [34]. Events are required to have one light lepton (` = e, µ), at least

one hadronically decaying tau candidate (τhad), and at least two jets. Different event
categories are considered: `+τhad with opposite charge and at least four jets, `+τhad

with same charge, and `+≥2τhad (with an opposite-charge τhad candidate pair). In the
categories with exactly one τhad candidate, the kinematic reconstruction of the top-quark
candidate is performed. The main discriminating variable is the pT of the top-quark
candidate. In contrast, in the category with ≥2τhad candidates a counting experiment
is performed. Upper limits on σ(pp → S

+1/3
3 S

−1/3
3 ) × BR(S

1/3
3 → tτ)2 are obtained as

9



a function of leptoquark mass (M
S
1/3
3

) and compared to the theoretical prediction. For

BR(S
1/3
3 → tτ) = 1, the 95% C.L. lower limit on the S1/3

3 mass is M
S
1/3
3

> 0.9 TeV.
We recast this result as a function of the different branching ratios considered. Given
the experimental requirements summarized above, we make the approximation that the
acceptance is similar for signal events with tτ tτ and tτ tµ final states, whereas negligible
otherwise.

ii) Sbottom search in the bb̄+Emiss
T final state: For a massless neutralino, the process pp→

b̃¯̃b → bb̄χ̃0
1χ̄

0
1 has the same final state signature as pp → S

1/3
3 S̄

1/3
3 → b̄ν̄bν. Therefore,

searches for direct sbottom production at the LHC [33, 38] are well suited to probe the
S

1/3
3 → bν decay mode. The most restrictive 95% CL lower limit on the bottom mass

for a massless neutralino, mb̃ > 1.18 TeV, is obtained by the CMS Collaboration using
35.9 fb−1 of pp collision data at

√
s = 13 TeV [33]. This limit would be translated to the

identical bound for the S1/3
3 mass under the hypothetical assumption that BR(S

1/3
3 →

bν) = 1, and the value of theory cross section at this mass would then represent the
experimental upper limit on the cross section. Considering the leptoquark model in this
work, when this branching ratio is reduced because of the presence of new decay modes,
which are assumed to have zero acceptance in this analysis, we estimate the new lower
mass limit from the crossing of the new theory prediction as a function of mass with the
estimated experimental upper limit on the cross section.

iii) 4-top search in multilepton final states: As a rare process, a 4-top search is sensitive
to many beyond-SM scenarios that involve third-generation quarks. One of the most
powerful signatures to search for 4-top events involves the presence of multiple leptons
with additional b-jets, which can also be produced by pair-produced S1/3

3 leptoquarks that
decay into tτ and/or tµ. The CMS Collaboration has recently performed a search for SM
4-top production in multilepton finals states (only electrons and muons are considered)
using 35.9 fb−1 of pp collision data at

√
s = 13 TeV [36]. Up to eight signal regions are

defined depending on the number of light leptons (same-charge dileptons or trileptons)
and the number of b-tagged jets (2, 3, and ≥4). Different requirements on the number
of jets are made in different signal regions. In order to recast this search, a detailed
study has been performed attempting to reproduce the experimental selection and the
statistical analysis.

We have implemented our model using Feynrules [39] and loaded it into Madgraph 5 [40],
which has been used to simulate S1/3

3 pair production at
√
s = 13 TeV, followed by the

S
1/3
3 decay into both tτ and tµ. Since we are focusing on pair production, our results are

in principle independent of the absolute value of the leptoquark couplings to quarks and
leptons. At most, their effects comes from the leptoquark width, which is taken to be 1%
of the mass, and thus smaller than the experimental resolution. The signal events have
been generated using a leading-order matrix element and the NN23LO1 PDF set [41],
and have been processed through Pythia 8 [42] for the modeling of parton showering
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and hadronization, as well as through a simulation of the CMS detector response as
implemented in Delphes [43]. The simulated signal samples have been normalized using
the NLO cross sections computed in Ref. [44] for squark pair production, which also
apply to the case of scalar leptoquark pair production.

For a more accurate recasting of this search, we have modified the Delphes card and our
data analysis to match as closely as possible the CMS detector and analysis as described
in Ref. [36]. With this modification we obtain in our simulations 4-top yields in each
signal region that are in an average 15% disagreement with the central values reported
in Ref. [36]. We scan the parameter space of branching ratios in our model, allowing
for S1/3

3 decays into tτ , tµ, and bν, and obtain the predicted yields in each signal region
for this analysis. The slight discrepancies that had been found in the validation of 4-top
yields are used to correct the yields per signal region. We derive upper limits on the
signal cross section times branching ratio using the CLs method [45], which employs as
test statistic the ratio of the likelihoods under the signal plus background hypothesis over
the background-only hypothesis. The likelihood fits are performed using the HistFitter
package [46], which relies on RooFit [47] and the minimization algorithms from MINUIT
[48].

5 Results

In this section we use the results from the LHC searches discussed in Sect. 4 to derive bounds
in the plane of BR(S

1/3
3 → tτ) vs BR(S

1/3
3 → tµ) as a function of S1/3

3 mass, under the
assumption that BR(S

1/3
3 → tτ) + BR(S

1/3
3 → tµ) + BR(S

1/3
3 → bν) = 1. We also perform

a simple extrapolation of these searches to higher energy (
√
s = 14 TeV) and luminosity

(300 fb−1), representative of the full LHC Run 3 dataset. These bounds are compared to the
preferred region within our model, given by Eqs. (17) and (18) .

The three LHC searches that we study probe different final states and thus exhibit com-
plementary sensitivity to the branching ratio parameter space, as shown in Fig. 1 for different
values of M

S
1/3
3

. The direct leptoquark search [34] explores the tt̄τ+τ− final state and thus

is sensitive to large BR(S
1/3
3 → tτ), while the sbottom search [33], focused on the bb̄+ Emiss

T

final state, probes large BR(S
1/3
3 → bν). In the framework of partial compositeness these rep-

resent the two dominant decay modes for the S1/3
3 leptoquark. In contrast, the multilepton

final states covered by the 4-top search [36] can originate from tt̄µ+µ−, tt̄τ±µ∓, and tt̄τ+τ−.
Therefore, the 4-top search provides unique sensitivity to a large generation mixing y32 which,
although is not preferred by partial compositeness, is one of the parameters directly involved
in the B-physics anomalies. It is worth recalling that this presentation of the results, where
the bottom left corner of the branching ratio plane corresponds to large BR(S

1/3
3 → bν),

relies on the assumption of only three sizable decay modes (S1/3
3 → tτ, tµ, bν), and would be

modified if additional sizable unknown decay modes would exist. Furthermore, it should be

11



stressed that the parameter space being probed is a function of the branching ratios and not
the absolute values of the weak couplings. Therefore, since M

S
1/3
3

>> mt yields branching
ratios independent of M

S
1/3
3

, practically the whole parameter space as function of branching
ratios in Fig. 1 is in principle allowed by the B-physics anomalies, namely Eq. (10). (The
extreme cases of branching ratios equal to zero, one, or very close to them, may yield yij that
either cannot satisfy Eq. (10) or have non-perturbative values.)

Based on these results, the partial compositeness preferred region is excluded for masses
M

S
1/3
3

< 0.9 TeV. For higher masses, the region preferred by our model is not directly ex-
cluded. This conclusion assumes that searches for the other components of the multiplet
–namely S4/3

3 and S2/3
3 – do not affect the S1/3

3 component. This depends on the mass split-
ting ∆mS ∼ O(100 GeV) and the sensitivity of these other searches. In particular, the S−2/3

3

leptoquark decays with 100% into tν and thus is constrained by stop searches in the tt̄+Emiss
T

final state, which yield a mass limit M
S
2/3
3

> 1.07 TeV [33]. In contrast, the S4/3
3 leptoquark

can be sought directly [31] or probed by the B−L R-parity-violating stop search in Ref. [32].
Please note that the final state in this search is the same as in S4/3

3 pair-production except for
a bottom-antibottom distinction, which becomes irrelevant at the detector level. The actual
lower mass limit on M

S
4/3
3

depends on its branching ratios: for large branching ratio into bτ
the limit is ∼0.9 TeV, whereas for large branching ratio into bµ the limit reaches ∼1.4 TeV.

It is interesting to project the bounds on the S1/3
3 parameter space for upcoming LHC

runs. We use the following procedure to estimate the projected sensitivities for the full Run
3 dataset (

√
s = 14 TeV, 300 fb−1) of the relevant searches discussed above. We obtain the

signal cross-section at
√
s = 14 TeV from the NLO calculation for squark pair production in

Ref. [44]. For the direct leptoquark search in the tt̄τ+τ− channel we assume that background
yields scale with a common factor of 1.2 going from

√
s = 13 TeV to 14 TeV, and that the

analysis is statistically limited and thus background uncertainties scale accordingly with the
integrated luminosity. For the sbottom search we use a similar procedure and we obtain
results consistent with those in Ref. [49]. To project the limits from the 4-top search we
rescale the estimated backgrounds to their NLO cross section at

√
s = 14 TeV obtained from

MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [40], and we perform the statistical analysis based on the expected signal
and background yields.

The projected exclusion regions are shown in Fig. 2, which can be compared to the current
ones in Fig. 1. Using the full Run 3 dataset, the full branching ratio plane would be excluded
for masses ≤ 0.9 TeV and a significant portion of the parameter space can be probed for a
mass of ∼ 1 TeV. To better visualize the LHC reach we display in Fig. 3 the exclusion regions
under the assumption that BR(S

1/3
3 → tµ) is negligible, as expected in partial compositeness.

In this case we consider only the searches in the tt̄τ+τ− and bb̄ + Emiss
T final states. For the

scenario BR(S
1/3
3 → tτ) = BR(S

1/3
3 → bν) = 0.5, masses up to 1.2 TeV can be probed, driven

by the bb̄+Emiss
T search. A dedicated search targeting the tτbν final state, which would have

the largest branching ratio, is potentially interesting to probe masses somewhat higher than
1.2 TeV. In any case, exploring beyond the 1–1.5 TeV mass scale for the S1/3

3 leptoquark will
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require pursuing different strategies, such as considering the singly-resonant and non-resonant
production mechanisms.

6 Summary and outlook

In this paper we use the results from recent LHC searches to constrain the parameter space of
a model with a scalar leptoquark (S3) that transforms as (3̄, 3)1/3. This model is motivated
by the B-physics anomalies and encloses the S3 state and the SM Higgs boson as pNGBs
of a strongly interacting sector at higher energies. The pNGB scenario allows to justify
why this scalar particle would be the lightest new state in the spectrum and thus potentially
within reach at the LHC, whereas other fermionic and vector resonances would be heavier and
potentially beyond kinematic reach. We also exploit the relationships between couplings of
the leptoquark to quarks and leptons of different generations that arise within the framework
of partial compositeness.

We study the production of a pair of leptoquarks, pp→ S3S̄3, since its cross section does
not depend on its couplings to leptons and quarks, and it should represent the dominant
production mechanism for a leptoquark in the mass regime currently probed at the LHC
(up to ∼ 1 TeV). The different decay modes by each of the three S3 components result in
different search strategies. The S2/3

3 leptoquark is the most straightforward one to probe since
its three decay channels all lead to the same final state signature, S−2/3

3 S
+2/3
3 → tt̄ + Emiss

T .
Consequently, current stop searches can be effectively used to exclude S−2/3

3 masses below
∼1.1 GeV [33]. In contrast, pair production of the S4/3

3 leptoquark results in final states
with pairs of opposite-charge leptons plus b-quark jets, S−4/3

3 S
+4/3
3 → b`b̄`′ (`, `′ = e, µ, τ),

although there is a prejudice towards same-flavor dilepton final states with the lepton being
µ or τ . Lower mass limits for this leptoquark come from dedicated searches [31] and from
constraints in B − L R-parity violating stop searches [32] and, depending on the assumed
branching ratio, can range from ∼0.9 GeV (mainly bτ) to ∼1.4 GeV (mainly bµ). Finally,
the S1/3

3 leptoquark has six decay channels, giving multiple final states that can be probed
at the LHC: S+1/3

3 S
−1/3
3 → t`t̄`′, bb̄ + Emiss

T , and t`b + Emiss
T . Therefore, the LHC is in

principle more sensitive to probe this leptoquark Since we can expect within our model a
mass splitting between the components of the S3 multiplet of up to about O(100 GeV), lower
mass limits derived for one component cannot a-priori be applied to other components. In
this work we have mainly focused on constraining the parameter space of the S1/3

3 component.
Further work within the proposed model could relate these constraints to limits in the other
components.

Within our model, the main decay channels of the S1/3
3 leptoquark are S1/3

3 → tτ, tµ, bν.
We study three complementary searches at the LHC using 36 fb−1 at

√
s = 13 TeV that

can constrain the corresponding branching ratio parameter space. These include dedicated
searches for tt̄τ+τ− [34] and bb̄+Emiss

T [33,38], which are primarily sensitive to large BR(S
1/3
3 →
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Figure 1: Bounds on the S1/3
3 leptoquark branching ratios into tτ , tµ, and bν, derived from recent

LHC searches based on 36 fb−1 of pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV, for different values of the leptoquark

mass M
S
1/3
3

: (a) 0.7 TeV, (b) 0.8 TeV, (c) 0.9 TeV, and (d) 1 TeV. Also shown is the region preferred
by our partial compositeness model. The area above the diagonal line corresponds to the unphysical
region where the sum of branching ratios exceeds unity, or is smaller than zero.
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Figure 2: Projected bounds on the S1/3
3 leptoquark branching ratios into tτ , tµ, and bν based on

recent LHC searches extrapolated to 300 fb−1 of pp collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV, for different values

of the leptoquark mass M
S
1/3
3

: (a) 0.9 TeV, (b) 1 TeV, and (c) 1.1 TeV. Also shown is the region
preferred by our partial compositeness model. The area above the diagonal line corresponds to the
unphysical region where the sum of branching ratios exceeds unity, or is smaller than zero.
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Figure 3: Bounds on the S1/3
3 leptoquark branching ratios into tτ and bν (assuming a negligible

tµ branching ratio) as a function of leptoquark mass M
S
1/3
3

. The current bounds (dashed line) and

projected bounds (dotted line) for the LHC Run 3 derived from the tt̄τ+τ− and bb̄+Emiss
T searches

are compared. Also shown is the region preferred by our partial compositeness model.

tτ) and BR(S
1/3
3 → bν), respectively. In addition, we recast a search for SM 4-top production

in multilepton final states [36], which is sensitive to large BR(S
1/3
3 → tµ). We find that most

of the branching ratio parameter space is excluded up to masses of about ∼800 GeV, and that
the preferred region for our model, BR(S

1/3
3 → tτ) ' BR(S

1/3
3 → bν) ' 0.5, is best probed

by the bb̄ + Emiss
T search and remains allowed for masses above 1 TeV. We also project the

sensitivity of these searches to the full LHC Run 3 dataset (300 fb−1 at
√
s = 14 TeV). We

find that for a dominant branching ratio to tτ (bν) it will be possible to exclude masses up to
1.1 TeV (1.4 TeV), whereas for the more realistic scenario of equally split branching ratios, as
predicted by our model, the expected limit is about 1.2 TeV. In this case, a dedicated search
targeting the tτbν final state would be well motivated to further extend the sensitivity.

Finally, we appraise that for mass scales well above 1–1.5 TeV, and for regions of parameter
space consistent with the B-physics anomalies, singly-resonant and non-resonant production
are expected to dominate, requiring optimized search strategies. We leave this investigation
for future work.
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